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Honourable Anne Kang
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Victoria, BC V8W 9E2
Dear Minister Kang:
On behalf of the Board, we are pleased to present the 2021/22 Institutional Accountability Plan and Report
(IAPR) for Emily Carr University of Art + Design (ECU).
Situated at Great Northern Way in Vancouver, our campus is located on the unceded, traditional and
ancestral territories of the Coast Salish peoples, including the xʷməθkʷəy̓ əm (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh
(Squamish) and səl̓ ilwətaɁɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations, and we are grateful for the opportunity to work, learn
and create on this land.
We are so proud of our faculty, students and alumni, who continue to make remarkable contributions to
their fields and communities as artists, designers, researchers, creative thinkers, leaders and collaborators.
We hope that you will share our pride and admiration at the achievements of our community on display on
the pages of ECU’s 2021/22 IAPR.
Global and local events of the past year, from the sustained impact of the pandemic to the war in Ukraine,
extreme climate events and the ongoing discovery of unmarked graves at former Indian residential school
sites across Canada, have had a significant impact on the country and on our university and creative
community. These events have brought into sharp focus the urgency and need for ECU to continue to
respond to the foundational principles outlined in the Minister of Advanced Education and Skills Training
2021/22 Mandate Letter and reiterated in the Minister’s 2022/23 Letter of Direction: Putting people first,
lasting and meaningful reconciliation, equity and anti-racism, a better future through fighting climate change
and a strong sustainable economy that works for everyone.
ECU’s IAPR outlines initiatives and successes that align with those foundational principles and that reflect
the university’s innovation, collaborations and contributions to the B.C. economy. While continuing to meet
its core mandate to deliver first-class education in the fine arts, media and design, the ECU community has
demonstrated resilience, creativity and commitment in responding to the unprecedented challenges of the
past two years, while positioning itself to expand accessibility, interdisciplinarity and technology-integrated
curriculum that will enhance the skills of our graduates to meet future labour market challenges identified in
B.C.’s Labour Market Outlook: 2021 Edition.
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In 2021/22, ECU continued its collaborative work with the Ministry to conduct an extensive external review
of ECU’s financial situation. As identified through that review process, the university continues to face a
challenging and complex structural deficit. In addition to the unique nature of curriculum being delivered and
the external factors highlighted above, high faculty teaching load continues to have an impact on ECU’s
capacity to address the deficit through the types of sustainable strategies for revenue generation and
expense reduction identified in the review report. We remain optimistic, however, that with the Ministry’s
ongoing support and the continued commitment and creativity of the ECU community, we will create a path
to a strong financial future.
Despite the challenges of the past couple of years, ECU continues to maintain its status as an international
leader in art and design education. In this time, we have not seen a drop in applications and have continued
to be very highly evaluated in the QS World University Rankings, placing an all-time high 24th in 2022 for
World University Rankings for Art & Design, the only Canadian university to place in the top 50 worldwide
in this category.
This report addresses the university’s goals and initiatives, as well as our specific commitments to
addressing the system objectives and expectations of the Minister’s 2021/22 Mandate Letter and the
Minister’s 2022/23 Letter of Direction. In accordance with the university’s governance structure, we accept
accountability for this report and look forward to working with the Ministry to continue providing
specialized, internationally recognized, post-secondary education in visual arts, design and media.
As we look forward to celebrating ECU’s 100th anniversary in 2025, it is an exciting time to reflect on the
legacy and achievements that have brought us here and the opportunities that lay before us.
Sincerely,

IKeith Kerrigan
Chair, ECU Board of Governors

Dr. Gillian Siddall
President + Vice Chancellor
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Emily Carr University is situated on unceded, traditional and ancestral territories of the
xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh Úxwumixw (Squamish) and səl̓ilw̓ətaʔɬ
(Tsleil-Waututh) peoples. As guests of this land, we greatly appreciate the opportunity for
the university’s students, faculty, staff and visitors to learn, work and create here. With
gratitude and respect, we acknowledge the care of the Host Nations peoples in protecting
and nurturing this land for millennia.

Our Mission
ECU is a learning community devoted to excellence and innovation in
visual arts, media arts, and design.

Our Vision
To be a worldwide centre of excellence in art, design and media
education and research.

Our Values
ECU is committed to ensuring that its degrees, programs and courses
are relevant to the needs and interests of students and society.
The university believes that research and learning in visual arts,
media arts, and design are vital for the cultural and economic growth
of local and global communities; and encompass a range of methods,
including creative inquiry and artistic creation. ECU aspires to the
ideal of excellence in all programs and service areas. The university
values diversity and strives to increase accessibility to its programs
for students with different learning styles and of varied financial
means. As a university, ECU believes that good citizenship includes
social and environmental sustainability, recognition of Indigenous
rights and Indigenization of the curriculum. ECU understands that it is
through collaboration and dynamic interaction with professional
groups and organizations that the university and the wider
community will benefit. ECU’s responsibility to its students and
alumni includes developing as many pathways as possible toward
employability and contribution to society at large.

ECU IAPR 2021-22
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Strategic Direction + Context
01 Historical Context
One of the leading post-secondary institutions in art and design for nearly a century, Emily Carr University of
Art + Design (ECU) was originally founded in 1925 as the Vancouver School of Decorative and Applied Arts.
The university has experienced many transitions over the decades and looks forward to the celebration of its
100th anniversary in 2025.

1925

1933
1978

1980

1989

1994

1995

2006
2008

2013

2017

2025

First known as the Vancouver School of Decorative and Applied Arts

Became the Vancouver School of Art

Became Emily Carr College of Art and Design

Opened campus on Granville Island (moving from downtown location)

Received degree-granting authority

Received authority to offer degrees in its own name

Became the Emily Carr Institute of Art + Design

Began offering its first graduate programs in art, media and design

Became the Emily Carr University of Art + Design

Began offering Master of Design

Opened new state-of-the-art purpose-built campus at Great Northern Way

Celebration of 100th anniversary

ECU IAPR 2021-22
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02 Institutional Overview
Emily Carr University of Art + Design (ECU) is a world-renowned learning community and centre for
excellence and innovation in art, design and media education. As one of the oldest post-secondary
institutions in British Columbia (B.C.), ECU is unique in the province’s post-secondary landscape as the
only accredited public university in B.C. dedicated solely to education in these creative fields.
The university merges research, critical theory and studio practice within an inclusive teaching and
learning space. In 2021/22, despite the ongoing global COVID-19 pandemic and the shifts to remote and
hybrid learning, ECU’s interdisciplinary and experiential learning environment continued to foster creative
exploration and connection to broader communities and professional opportunities. Its strategy,
partnerships, resources and facilities are intentionally student-centred to enable dialogue, expression and
open connections in support of the next generation of creative and cultural leaders.
The university supports a multitude of research practices in art, design and media. The research creation
and applied research that is done by our students and faculty reflects the innovation the tech sector and
creative industries are looking for from both workers and institutional partners. Through our research labs
and faculty, ECU drives innovation in fields such as virtual reality, healthcare design, textile production,
electronics manufacturing, interactive digital media, film and animation.
The university has a provincial mandate to serve the province of B.C. as a whole, and we successfully
deliver our unique mix of practice-based creative programming to our B.C.-based students. ECU is also
recognized internationally and has become increasingly known as a hub for contributing value to the
creative and knowledge economies through the education of professional and entrepreneurial talent.
Graduates from ECU are recognized worldwide and valued for excellence in their fields and influence on
their communities of practice.

ECU IAPR 2021-22
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03 Campus
Since 2017, ECU’s campus has been located at Great Northern Way in Vancouver, Canada — the centre of
an emerging social, cultural, educational and innovation hub for British Columbia. The campus is the first
purpose-built centre in the country for visual arts, design and media arts education and research. ECU’s
state-of-the art campus houses space for studio, technical and academic learning, informal gathering and
exhibition; providing students, staff and faculty with resources to foster their creative achievements.
The 26,600 square-metre facility houses:
- research studios and centres supporting 3D printing and prototyping; virtual production and
sound studios; motion capture and stereoscopic technologies; digital production labs;
- photography labs;
- printmaking, ceramic and painting studios;
- library and archives;
- a foundry and sculpture areas;
- wood shops;
- textiles shop;
- design studios;
- classrooms;
- galleries; and,
- the award-winning READ Books bookstore.
The school was originally situated in downtown Vancouver before relocating to Granville Island in 1980,
where it remained before moving to its current location at Great Northern Way. The current location in the
False Creek region had been an industrial site at the junction between east and west Vancouver and was
later donated for the purpose of post-secondary education and collaboration.
ECU recognizes the long and complex history of this land and respectfully acknowledges it as the unceded,
traditional and ancestral territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓ əm (Musqueam), Sḵwx̱ wú7mesh Úxwumixw
(Squamish) and səl̓ ilw̓ ətaʔɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) peoples. The university community is especially grateful for the
opportunity to learn, work and live on this land.

04 People
The university serves approximately 2,000 credit students (including domestic and international), full-time
students enrolled in graduate and undergraduate programs, and about 1,900 active non-credit students,
part-time students enrolled in certificate and continuing studies programs. In 2021/22, Continuing Studies
had over 3,500 registrations, of which 1,595 were unique students. ECU’s global student base includes
students from over 50 countries. ECU is one of only 18 art and design institutions in North America with
over 1,000 student full-time equivalents (FTEs).
The university is a close-knit community. Its over 400 dedicated faculty and staff members provide students
with the advantage of a personal level of service and meaningful professional connections in a creative
environment. The university’s interdisciplinary faculty and staff include internationally recognized practicing
artists, designers and technicians who teach students the skills to succeed and become leaders in their
respective fields.

ECU IAPR 2021-22
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05 Programming
The university’s programming includes leading art, design and media degree programs, certificates,
continuing education courses, graduate studies and research opportunities, as well as youth
programs/pre-university programs. The curriculum is flexible, personal, multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary
and based on the learning needs of students. As a practice-based learning community, the university is
oriented around small studio-based classes and critical and cultural studies courses, which constitute the
academic core of the degree programs.
ECU offers a range of degrees offered at the undergraduate and graduate levels:
Bachelor of Design, Bachelor of Fine Arts, Bachelor of Media Arts, Master of Design, Master of Fine Arts.
Four distinct faculties offer teaching, critical thinking, creative practice, applied research and research
creation in the following areas:
Culture + Community
(Bachelor of Fine Arts)
The Faculty of Culture + Community offers a
range of dynamic and interdisciplinary courses
and provides the academic core and studio
foundation of all the university’s undergraduate
degrees. Faculty maintains meaningful
engagement with the wider community through
student- and faculty-centred partnerships with
industry, social enterprises, and cultural and
educational institutions.

Design + Dynamic Media
(Bachelor of Design, Bachelor of Media Arts)
The Ian Gillespie Faculty of Design + Dynamic
Media responds to changing needs in the world
and supports the development of engaged and
skilled graduates who are able to join in a range
of creative industries, as well as initiate their
own ventures. Upon graduation, these emerging
designers, filmmakers and media artists continue
their leadership in the creative industries.

Visual Art
(Bachelor of Fine Arts)
The Audain Faculty of Art offers a studio-based
education that reflects the diversity and
complexity of contemporary art practices. The
Faculty’s practice-based studio programs focus
on ceramics, drawing, illustration, painting,
photography, print media and sculpture. New
Media and Sound Arts (NMSA) round out the
diverse offerings in contemporary art practices.

Graduate Studies
(Master of Fine Art, Master of Design)
The Jake Kerr Faculty of Graduate Studies offers
world-class graduate programs through full-time
residential and low-residency streams, a
supportive community of creative peers,
deliberate interdisciplinarity and unique
opportunities for students.

Research at ECU supports significant initiatives and projects by organizing secure research infrastructure and
funding, and clearly communicating results to the broader community. As global leaders in dedicated research
for studio-based art, design and media, the university's researchers, faculty, students and industry partners
advance knowledge in unique fields, pursue interdisciplinary innovation, and develop and enhance projects in
all disciplines. ECU’s faculty and students engage in applied research and research creation to remain relevant
and competitive in their fields of choice. Graduate students have access to ECU research opportunities and
resources. Undergraduate students can also access projects and opportunities through Research Centre
Directors and their collaborative industry projects. ECU faculty also pursue practice-based research in clusters
and collaborations through respective research areas. Examples include:
Health Design Lab; Living Labs; Canada Research Chairs (CRC); Material Matters; Basically Good Media
Lab; Studio for Extensive Aesthetics; Studio for Critical Making; Chair in Indigenous Studies; Integrated
Motion Studio; Digital Fabrication Lab; Print Media Studio; Mixed Reality Lab; Wearables + Interactive
Products Lab; DESIS Lab; Shumka Centre for Creative Entrepreneurship.
ECU IAPR 2021-22
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Continuing Studies offers accessible and innovative opportunities for life-long learning in art and design.
Programs focusing on skills development, creativity and personal and professional growth complement
credit programs and serve the diverse needs of a multi-generational community of learners. From preuniversity courses and workshops for youth, to part-time and full-time certificates for adults, Continuing
Studies programs provide flexible and comprehensive learning pathways for students to achieve their
goals.
Adult learners can take courses at their own pace, which can lead to a number of part-time certificates in
areas such as Visual Communication Design, 3D Design, Print Media, Photography, Illustration, and
more. Individuals looking to transition or enhance their careers in User Experience (UX) Design or
Communication Design can pursue full-time certificate programs and gain creative and technical skills to
be job-ready. Designed in close consultation with our industry partners, and with the BC Labour Market
Outlook (2022) in mind, our certificate and micro-credential programs are intended to support students in
skill-building and professional development for jobs in the creative sectors, with areas of targeted growth
identified in animation and gaming, virtual production, and interaction design.
Youth can choose from various teen programs as an entry point for cultivating interests and skills while
exploring education and career pathways in the creative industries. These programs are designed to
connect with the K-12 sector and ensure students understand the professional opportunities open to them
with post-secondary education in art, media, and design.
Integrated Learning
ECU students benefit from work-integrated learning and practice-based research experience within their
programs by working in a range of settings related to their professional goals. Many graduates can also
participate in curriculum as teaching assistants and teaching fellows. The university’s Career Development
+ Work Integrated Learning Office offers access to co-op learning opportunities, internships and
partnerships, and connects students and alumni with local, national and international employers in the
creative industries and beyond.
Additionally, The Shumka Centre for Creative Entrepreneurship provides another source for work
integrated learning opportunities, by fostering the movement of artists and designers into systems and
situations where their work and ideas can have the most impact. The aim of the Shumka Centre is to
establish a place where creative practitioners can find community and knowledge as well as connection to
the resources they need to launch, fund, and organize projects across the spectrum of contemporary art
and design activities – whether those are products, companies, events, curatorial initiatives, non-profit
organizations, or other initiatives. Project based learning opportunities have included: Design for Start-ups,
The Art Apprenticeship Network, and the Fibreshed Field School, all of which provide professional
development opportunities for students by connecting them to industry and community partners.
Aboriginal Education
ECU provides culturally appropriate support that encompasses both traditional and contemporary artistic
expressions of Aboriginal peoples. The university’s Aboriginal Gathering Place is the centre for Aboriginal
Programs and community-based activities on campus. The Aboriginal curriculum is interdisciplinary in
nature and comprises courses in studio practice, art history, critical theory and industrial application, and
includes opportunities for instruction with Aboriginal faculty and community members in face-to-face and
online delivery models.

ECU IAPR 2021-22
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06 Governance Framework
As a public university in British Columbia, ECU operates within a legal framework established
through the University Act, as well as other regulatory and public policy frameworks set by
government. The university receives direction on mandate and the priorities of government
through an annual Mandate Letter addressed to the Board of Governors. The Board is ultimately
responsible for the stewardship of the university and is accountable for ensuring that the
university operates in accordance with its mandate.
As described by the Act, the university is governed by both a Board of Governors and a Senate.
These bodies are tasked with different areas of oversight and provide direction to the university
to support implementation of its vision, mission, values and mandate.

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

SENATE

ECU’s Board of Governors manages, administers and
directs the affairs of the university. The powers and

The Senate is the academic governing body of the
university and is responsible for academic matters,
including development of academic policy, approval of
curriculum and academic conduct concerns. The Senate
must also advise the Board and the Board must seek
advice from the Senate on various policy areas of joint
concern as outlined in the Act.

composition of the Board are outlined in the Act and
some of the primary responsibilities include setting
strategic direction; hiring members of senior
leadership; ensuring effective processes for
managing risk; approving succession and long-term
planning; and approving compensation philosophy,
plans and policy.
The Board is composed of the Chancellor, the
President + Vice-Chancellor, eight appointed
members, two elected faculty members, one elected
staff member, and two elected student members.
Appointed members are established by Order of the
Lieutenant Governor in Council. Faculty, employee,
and student board members are elected by their
peers. The effective governance of the university
relies on all board members fulfilling their roles and
responsibilities with the highest standards of
conduct. Information on the Board of Governors’
procedures, code of conduct, meeting rules of order,
structure of committees and more is included in the
Board Bylaws.
The Board of Governors typically holds five meetings
per academic year, each of which includes a public
session. In addition to this, the Board’s committees
meet regularly throughout the year to address
specific matters. There are currently three board
committees, each with a mandate and membership
defined by terms of reference:
- Executive + Human Resources Committee
- Finance + Audit Committee
- Governance Committee
For further information about the Board of Governors,
please refer to the Board of Governors website.

The Senate is composed of the Chancellor, the President
+ Vice-Chancellor, the VP Academic + Provost, the
Deans, the University Librarian, the Registrar, two elected
faculty members from each faculty (eight total), four
elected student members, one alumni member nominated
by the Alumni Association, two elected support staff
members, and one board-appointed non-voting member.
Information on the Senate’s procedures, member code of
conduct, meeting rules of order, structure of committees
and more is included in the Senate Bylaws.
The Senate typically holds eight meetings per academic
year. In addition to this, the Senate’s committees meet
regularly throughout the year to address specific matters
and provide advice to the Senate. There are currently ten
Senate committees, each with a mandate and
membership defined by terms of reference:
- Executive Committee
- Governance Committee
- Curriculum Planning + Review Committee (CPR)
- Academic Planning + Priorities Committee (APP)
- Budget Committee
- Appeals Committee
- Nominations Committee
- Aboriginal Advisory Committee
- Financial Awards Committee
- International Development Committee
For further information about the Senate, please refer to
the Senate website.

ECU IAPR 2021-22
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07 Accreditation, Collaboration and Partnerships
The university has a number of collaborative partnerships with other post-secondary institutions
provincially, nationally and internationally, including collaboration with many major institutions in
B.C. and extensive exchange agreements with most major art and design schools around the world.
Some examples include:
ECU’s partnership with the Visual College of Art and Design (VCAD) enables VCAD
students from Vancouver and Calgary campuses the opportunity to pursue continued
education in ECU's bachelor degree programs, including 3D Animation, Interaction Design
and Communication Design.
The Master of Digital Media (MDM) degree offered
at the Centre for Digital Media in collaboration
with UBC, SFU and BCIT is an innovative program
that includes collaborative research in new media
and related disciplines.
Transfer credit articulation agreement between
ECU and Freda Diesing School of Northwest Coast
Art at Coast Mountain College acknowledges the
First Nations and Indigenous teaching
methodologies of both institutions.
ECU, in partnership with Surrey, Coquitlam and Powell River School Districts, continues to
offer qualified Grade 12 students or recent graduates from any of these districts the
opportunity to take a first-year ECU credit course at their respective high school. The course
carries degree credit at ECU and transfer credit to other Fine Art programs and is of interest
to students considering post-secondary studies in Visual Art, Media Art or Design. The
course is particularly beneficial for those students developing a portfolio for admission to
post-secondary programs.
ECU participates in a number of provincial shared services initiatives. Information Technology
Services staff leverage the services of BCNET, including network connection and many other
services. The team also actively participates in the BCNET community, including as members
of BCNET Board, the security working group, the audio-visual procurement group, the
Colleague Service Committee, and the Shared Services Committee.
ECU’s faculty, staff and administrators are members of various national and international
professional organizations. The university is a member of the Association of Independent
Colleges of Art and Design (AICAD), a non-profit consortium of 36 leading art schools across
the U.S. and Canada. ECU also has membership in the B.C. Association of Institutes and
Universities (BCAIU), the global ELIA network of higher education arts institutions, and the
Canadian Association for University Continuing Education (CAUCE). BC Council for
International Education (BCCIE), Canadian Bureau of International Education (CBIE),
International Association for College Administrators Counselling (IACAC), and Association of
International Educators.
ECU is a full member of Universities Canada (UC), with all credentials recognized nationally
and globally, and ECU degrees accepted worldwide. The university continues to be an active
participant in UC initiatives, collaborative programs, advocacy and events; ECU President, Dr.
Gillian Siddall, is a member of the Universities Canada Board of Directors.

ECU IAPR 2021-22
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Reporting on Mandate Priorities
ECU continues to support governmental priorities as outlined in the annual Mandate Letter.
The following sections outline the university’s actions and planning related to each mandate
priority for academic year 2021/22.

PRIORITIES /
DIRECTIVES

Priority 1. Work with the Ministry to resume full on-campus learning and
services for students, faculty and staff, following the direction and guidance
of the Provincial Health Officer and the COVID-19 Go-Forward Guidelines
for B.C.’s Post- Secondary Sector, and support your academic communities
as you respond to COVID-19 impacts and recovery.

The university responded to the direction and guidance of the PHO and the Go-Forward Guidelines
for BC’s Post-Secondary Sector in making its preparations to resume on-campus and in-person
activities over 2021 and 2022. Throughout changing conditions, the university continued to consult
extensively with employment groups, students, legal experts, and provincial authorities.
Information sharing for the ECU community was active with regular updates made to websites and
social media accounts.
The university developed a communicable disease prevention framework.
The university developed a Gradual Return to Campus framework for a Summer/Fall 2021
implementation of return to campus activities using a work hardening, trauma-informed approach
to employees’ gradual return after a year-and-a-half of working at home.
The university’s Human Resources department developed a telecommuting framework that
allowed returning employees to work in a hybrid model (on-campus and at-home mix). This has
supported the psychological safety of our employees as the pandemic continues, as well as
increasing engagement and maintaining productivity.
To further support the comfort level of those transitioning back to campus, Human Resources
introduced a colour-coded system to reinforce the concept of consent-based interaction. A
coloured wristband program was implemented that indicated each individuals’ comfort level with
interaction and degree of social contact: staff, faculty and students had the option to wear red,
yellow or green wristbands as a visual indicator of personal comfort level. The program was well
received.

ECU IAPR 2021-22
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Human Resources continued to encourage employee participation in the Not Myself Today
platform, which promotes emotional and mental wellbeing in the workplace, with particular
attention towards the pandemic, world events, stress reduction and building resiliency.
As part of the return to on-campus activities in Fall 2021, Student Services hosted a campuswide student “welcome back” and orientation to campus, where students were provided
information, resources and connection to support staff and programming.
Student Services and Aboriginal Gathering Place staff have been pro-actively working with
Indigenous learners in providing remote advising support to students who have not been able
to safely return to campus. In addition, where safety or other circumstances are causing
learning challenges, underrepresented groups such as Indigenous learners, have been
encouraged to reach out to our academic advisors to discuss the process of seeking late
course withdrawal permissions when needed.
Due to ongoing COVID-19 pressures, the process for adjudicating and distributing
Graduation awards was moved completely online for June 2021. This involved building and
improving web infrastructure for student applications and revising the Grad Juries
procedures. Through this process, 29 graduation awards were successfully distributed.
The Faculty of Graduate Studies shifted key program milestones such as thesis exhibitions
and symposia to hybrid or in-person formats wherever possible.
As campuses were encouraged to return to increased onsite activities in 2021, the university
was able to host a number of in-person events and resume collaborations with event
partners. These included:
- The university’s first in-person convocation ceremony since the pandemic began
was held on May 11, 2022. ECU Student Services worked in collaboration with
IT Services, Ceremonies + Events to host this celebration at UBC’s Chan Centre.
- ECU was able to hold its annual Student Art Sale in person in November 2021.
Processes were revised to include a combination of onsite and online sales.
This added benefits of greater operational efficiency and sales information for
the event. 116 students participated in the sale, selling 2065 items to 388
customers, and generating $68,503 in total sales.
- ECU welcomed external partners to hold events on campus. Among them were
Capture Photography Festival, O2E Brands, the Swiss Consulate-led Innovation
Festival, Alumni artist talks, and TedX.
- It was possible to return to an in-person version of The Show, ECU’s graduating
student exhibition, accompanied by an opening night reception for graduates
and their families.
- After a two-year hiatus, Human Resources was once again able to host its
annual Emily Thanks You event in-person to celebrate the accomplishments of all
employees and to honour those who retired during the pandemic.
ECU’s Teaching and Learning Centre (T+LC) worked with colleagues in ITS to develop
technology solutions for HyFlex teaching (which enables both remote and on-campus
students to attend classes); this included the creation of portable “zoom carts” as well as
support documentation for using in-classroom technology for HyFlex teaching..

ECU IAPR 2021-22
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With increased access to campus, the T+LC was also able to develop and open a workspace for
faculty on campus. This space is now a gathering space for instructors to meet with their colleagues
and access teaching support resources. Several small in-person events were hosted there to
publicize the redesigned space and a Fall open house is planned for 2022.
The Learning Technology Advisory Committee, formed in the first year of the pandemic, continued
to meet throughout 2021-22 to support technology-enabled learning for both online and oncampus classes. Highlights for the year included the successful upgrade to our learning
management system, the development of operational policies for data management and storage in
our learning technology infrastructure, and the implementation of best practices for HyFlex
teaching.
The T+LC began work on two programs designed to develop skills among our instructional staff
and faculty:
- CEED 110, Online Teaching for Art and Design was offered in Summer 2021,
with the second offering scheduled for June 2022. A joint initiative of the
T+LC and Continuing Studies, this course allows instructors both within and
outside ECU to grow their online teaching skills to meet the demands of
increasingly flexible learning environments.
- Instructional Skills Workshops program model was developed in 2021-22. Over
the course of six months, a group of instructors at Emily Carr moved through the
two levels of training required to be certified to deliver this training program for
new instructors. We now have four fully certified facilitators, with the first
offering of the program scheduled for June 2022. This is a provincially
recognized program, offered at most BC post-secondary institutions; we are
proud to finally be able to offer our instructors this important skill-development
training in-house.
Writing and learning support groups for students, staff and faculty were delivered in a HyFlex
model, allowing attendance from both on-campus and online participants. As public health
restrictions lifted, these pivoted to more in-person events, but with a continued live-streaming
component to allow for maximum accessibility. The On Edge reading series also incorporated ASL
interpretation into all online and on-campus events this year.
The Writing Centre developed multiple online offerings for students, including synchronous and
asynchronous online tutoring (for maximum accessibility), complemented by the reinstatement of
in-person drop-in tutoring on campus whenever provincial health mandates allowed.
ECU’s Library + Archives resumed full-time in-person services in September 2021 and continued a
service started during the pandemic of mailing physical materials to students residing in Canada
who are unable to access campus.
The university’s Library increased its budget commitment to streaming video and e-books to ensure
remote access to resources for domestic and international students.
In addition to in-person sessions, Librarians continue to provide synchronous and asynchronous
online library research instruction to classes, upon request from faculty.

ECU IAPR 2021-22
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The Library has continued to provide increased access to online chat reference services
ensuring that local and remote students can easily access help from ECU library staff.
ECU is a member of the shared chat reference service AskAway though BC-ELN.
The ECU Library actively engaged with partner libraries across the BC post-secondary
system (through organizations such as BC-ELN, CPSLD, BC Libraries Co-op) to share
knowledge on post-pandemic service models and outreach activities, as well as to restart reciprocal borrowing and inter-library loan services across BC – ensuring learners
across the province have access to post-secondary library materials.
ECU Counselling and Accessibility Services has expanded access to services by providing
in-person and phone/online appointments. For in-person appointments, staff were
masked and masks were provided to students.
With the return to on-campus activities, initiatives to support the mental health and wellbeing of students as they emerge from Covid emphasized increasing social connection,
reducing feelings of loneliness, and fostering sense of belonging and self-esteem. Oncampus initiatives included:
- The Wellness Kitchen, a mental health hub on campus where students gather
to cook, bake, and connect. This food/cooking program ran 5 days/week
throughout the academic year and addressed food scarcity as well as social
connection.
- Mindfulness meditation
- Plant care
- Nap/quiet room
- Dog therapy

Animated Series Helps Fight Stigma Through Storytelling
A new animated miniseries aims to help combat stigma around
mental health and addiction by sharing the stories of people with
lived experience told in their own voices.
Titled Challenging Stigma Through Storytelling, the three-part
series was developed by BC Mental Health and Substance Use
Services (BCMHSUS) over the past year in collaboration with a
team of designers and animators from the Health Design Lab
(HDL) and Communication Design program at Emily Carr
University.

Image courtesy Health Design Lab /
BC Mental Health and Substance Use Services

Caylee Raber, director of the HDL, says Challenging Stigma is a project that aligns squarely with the Lab’s
broader aims as a hub for research and participatory design that address complex health challenges.
“At HDL we are focused on helping to create space and forums for people with lived experiences to have their
voices amplified,” Caylee says. “Through projects such as Challenging Stigma, we aim to introduce students to
ways of working that include meaningful collaboration with diverse perspectives and community-based co-design.”
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PRIORITIES /
DIRECTIVES

Priority 2. Work with the Ministry and your communities, employers, and
industry to implement post-secondary education and skills training initiatives
for British Columbians, particularly those impacted by COVID -19 and
vulnerable and underrepresented groups, to participate fully in economic
recovery and growing career opportunities.

Micro-credentials

The university introduced a digital Micro Credential program in 2021, leveraging Ministry grant
funding. Since implementation, the University has issued digital micro-credentials through the
Accredible platform.
The university offers micro-credentials – focused, short-term training opportunities – in a number of
high-demand areas to support development of job-ready skills. These include:
- Creative Tech Fundamentals – courses building technical, creative and
collaborative skills essential for jobs in Animation, Visual Effects and Games.
Courses include Introductory Photoshop, Maya, After Effects, 3D Modeling for
Animation, Motion Design and Visual Effects, Designing for Accessibility,
Representation + Inclusion, Storytelling for Business, Creative Leadership +
Entrepreneurship, Project Management.
- Web + Digital Design Skills – courses supporting skill development in highdemand occupations like Web Design and Interactive Media Development.
Courses include Introductory Adobe Photoshop, Illustrator and InDesign, Adobe
CC for Design + Production, Introductory and Intermediate Web Design,
Introductory Wordpress.
The university also offers Certificate Programs as full-time or part-time options for individuals
hoping to transition or enhance their creative and technical skills towards job-readiness through
further education. Full-time certificates are currently offered in the areas of Communication Design
and User Experience (UX) Design. Part-time certificates are currently offered in Drawing, Painting,
Illustration, Photography, Print Media, 3D Design, Visual Communication Design, UX/UI Design
Associate, or Cross-Disciplinary certificates.

Co-op, Work Integrated Learning and Career Planning

In 2021, ECU continued to sponsor an alumnae artist-in-residence program with the Vancouver
School Board, in which artists work one day a week over the course of 24-30 weeks with students
across a local elementary school.
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Funded students in the Curatorial Practices courses to attend the Canadian Museum Associations
annual conference: Dismantling Foundations to Build a Better Tomorrow, two virtual days of
discussion and actionable advice to help organizations advance Truth and Reconciliation, act
sustainably, build relationships with diverse communities, and develop new ways of thinking and
doing.
The university hosted Creative Industry Night for BFA graduates that included networking and
critique opportunities for graduates. This annual event brings professionals from the fine arts, design,
and media community together with graduating students. Increases employment and networking
opportunities for graduating students while also increasing the university’s engagement with industry
and alumni.
A new Learning Specialist position in the Writing Centre introduced workshops to support the
development of professional skills for students. Topics included writing artist statements, grant
applications, artist bio, and asking for reference letters. Next year, we plan to extend this professional
skills development program to instructors, with a program to help new and early-career professionals
with basic writing and documentation skills.
The university’s Advancement + Events team connected our alumni and student networks together
via the Graduway platform (theleeway.ca). This robust social and professional networking platform is
now host to 1800+ registered users, allowing our worldwide community of alumni to stay connected
to the institution as well as give back to the community by connecting directly with students.
Established ECU micro-grants to provide financial support to student-initiated projects in various
faculties.
Advancement + Events, working with the ECU Alumni Association, ITS and the Career Development
Office, migrated ECU’s student and alumni job board to the Leeway to increase mentoring and
professional development opportunities for students and alumni. With this move:
- registered users increased 300 to 1800+ between January and summer 2022
- the job board has been viewed over 37,000 times since January 2022
- 40+ new jobs are posted weekly specific to art and design students and alumni

Co-op, Work Integrated Learning (WIL) and Career Planning Opportunities:
The Library and Archives provides numerous opportunities for ECU students to gain work experience
in the library as student monitors, research assistants and Co-ops, as well as opportunities for
students in Library and Archives programs at UBC (SLAIS) and Langara (Library Technician diploma)
to gain professional practice experience. During the pandemic, wherever possible, support has been
provided for students to engage in professional experiences remotely. Students gain experience
managing and engaging with library and archives collections, library outreach and public service,
technical aspects of archival preservation, and research skills. Examples of these opportunities offered
over 2021/22 include:
ECU Students:
- ECU Artists’ Books Research Assistantship (Sept-Dec 2021) - social media,
blog posts, collection promotion
- ECU Quarantine Qapsule Research Assistant (March-Sept 2021) – sponsored
RA supporting the community project: Quarantine Qapsule - digital archive of
the Asian Canadian experience during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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- ECU Slide Restoration Assistant (Apr. 2021 - Mar. 2022) - cleaning, creating
an inventory and rehousing slides from the ECU Archives
- ECU Research Assistant - Roman Izdebski Industrial Design Collection
(ongoing since Mar. 2022) inventory, research related to collection objects,
preparing objects for cataloguing.
Non-ECU Students:
- Langara Library Technician diploma practicum (June/July 2021) research
guides, cataloguing, displays
- UBC iSchool Master of Library Information Studies Professional Experience:
(Jan-Apr 2022) – creation of library research instruction handouts and lessons
plans.
- UBC iSchool Master of Archival Studies Professional Experience (June-August
2021) Appraisal, arrangement, description of the Paul Mathieu fonds
- UBC iSchool Master of Archival Studies Professional Experience (Sept-Dec
2021) Appraisal, arrangement, description of the Paul Mathieu fonds.
Faculty of Art Professional Practices/WIL:
Partnership with Patio Press, providing professional development opportunity for curricular
development of collaborative project, culminating in publication and exhibition.
Developed studio-based professional practice course, which will continue to be developed into
multiple courses next year – course: VAST 210/310: #Artlife: From the studio to the public realm.
Developing initial stages of partnership with Broadway Subway Project for public art opportunities
for students.
ECU Graduates Studies / Research Programs:
Capture x Emily Carr is an innovative new partnership model that provides funding support for the
production and presentation of new works in photography by emerging artists studying
Photography at Emily Carr. Funded in part by the Co-op and WIL Initiative of the Ministry of AEST,
the Government of Canada’s Innovative Work-Integrated Learning program and CEWIL Canada’s
iHUB, as well as a generous donation from Wesgroup.
Design for Regional Resilience, supported by NRC-IRAP, targets firms that contribute actively to
localized circular economy networks. Design students are placed as interns with the companies to
apply design thinking to the companies’ activities.
The Circular Food Innovation Lab is a project of the City of Vancouver, the Vancouver Economic
Commission (VEC), and Vancouver-based businesses and organizations working in the food
system, supported by MITACS internship grants.
Research, Gather, Share – Research Symposium: A collaboration with Alzheimer Society of BC,
researchers, and advocates living with dementia to develop strategies on how to foster dementia
friendly research.
Access Font is a new customizable font for people with low vision, created by ECU alumn Tyler
Hawkins. The project was supported by the ECU Health Design Lab, with funding support from The
Accessible Technology Program of Innovation, Science and Economic Development.
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Challenging Stigma Through Storytelling: A collaboration with BC Mental Health & Substance Use
Services (BCMHSUS) to create animated video series focused on hearing the perspectives of
people with experiences of mental health, substance use and the criminal justice system.
Promoting Cultural Competency Through Indigenous Art and Dialogue: As part of the Decolonizing
the Healthcare System through Cultural Connections project six students from the College of
New Caledonia’s dental hygiene program participated in a three-day Indigenous led workshop that
used a materials-based practice approach to connect the participants.
Through a collaboration with the Heart + Stroke Foundation and a project steering committee of 8
community organizations, the Health Design Lab is involved in organizing a multi-phase approach
to a ‘Rehabilitation + Recovery Summit,’ with the aim of developing of a Roadmap for improving
services for people living with stroke, traumatic brain injury, and spinal cord injury after they leave
the hospital setting.
A successful one-year SSHRC New Frontiers in Research Fund grant will allow the Health Design
Lab to collaborate with colleagues in Canada, US and UK to examine novel approaches introduced
by the pandemic to co-designing health care.One goal of this project is to develop an international
Community of Practice. This project is beneficial to strengthen HDL’s international visibility and
connections with the international health design community and hopefully may lead to future
collaborations.
The Precision Mental Health Project, funded by AGE-WELL Core Research Program 2020-2023,
is an ongoing project in partnership with The Simon Fraser University Gerontology department.
Referred to as Mental Health: A Creative Collaboration, by the Emily Carr team and older adult
participants, this project aims to identify and understand the mental health priorities of communitydwelling older adults. The first phase of this project was completed at the end of March 2022.
With funding from CIHR and MITACS, the Health Design Lab has been collaborating with academic
researchers and students in Computer Science, Engineering, and Nursing at the University of British
Columbia, Simon Fraser University, and University of Waterloo, healthcare professionals working at
Vancouver General Hospital (VGH) and Villa Cathay (a long-term care home), people with lived
experience of dementia and families, and Raccoopack Media (a mobile app development studio) on
the WhatMatters project. WhatMatters is a mobile app designed to support patient-centered care
delivery in long-term care homes and hospitals for people living with dementia.
Working collaboratively with people living in care homes, their families and staff, we have been cofacilitating the Come Alive culture change initiative with Vancouver Coastal Health through an
emergent and collaborative process since 2018. This initiative explores ways in which participatory
design methods can amplify the voices of people in care and their loved ones in order to drive
organizational change.
Perspectives is a course-based program, co-developed by Caylee Raber and Jon Hannan, which
brings together design students with people living in long-term care for intergenerational exchange
and storytelling. This program gives voice to people living in care homes, providing an opportunity
for creative and emotional expression, stimulation of positive memories and engagement in a
unique and meaningful activity that can reopen their stories, while acknowledging their value and
what they can contribute. This project is funded by the Centre for Aging & Brain Health Innovation.
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Co-Design with Teachers and Students at KGMS. Since 2010, Kenneth Gordon Maplewood
School (KGMS), a private K-12 school on the North shore that serves children with learning
differences, has worked in collaboration with design students from Emily Carr University of Art +
Design (ECU).
In the 2021-22 academic year ECU researchers and students engaged in 8 Mitacs projects with 7
different industry partners. Amongst these Mitacs projects were Humano Health with industry
partner, EsVedra Wellness, and ECU faculty supervisor, John Li. This project developed an
augmented reality application for women’s sexual health that assists physician and medical student
education. 6 student interns worked as a team and focused on the following design areas; Strategy
, UX/UI, 3D, Information, Motion Graphics, and Production Design. These projects also include a
venture between New Performance Works, a charitable non-profit society that supports and
presents dance artists and innovation of the artform and promotes diversity through programs that
strive to remove systemic barriers positioned against equity-owed practices and practitioners. This
project aims to create affordable barrier free access to new digital creation tools for advancement of
the dance artform and career development of Canadian dancers.
Art Apprenticeship Network. Funded through the RBC Emerging Artists Project, the Art
Apprenticeship Network connects emerging Emily Carr artists with established artists, curators and
cultural workers to create a win-win situation for the art community locally and regionally. This
year, we connected 15 students with 15 mentors.

Building Bridges Across Cultures with "Bi-scriptural Typography"
Bi-scriptural typography can broadly be defined as
working simultaneously with two or more script
systems from different languages. In practice, this means
discarding the notion that English — or any other
language — is the default language of design.
But this is no simple task, ECU faculty member
Reyhan Yazdani (MFA 2019) explains. Overturning
this fundamental assumption requires that students be
open to a process of “unlearning” she says.

Photo by Perrin Grauer / Emily Carr University

“Bringing in another language means we are opening up the conversation to a different culture, a different mindset, a
different paradigm. And that’s complicated,” she continues. “But that curiosity, that unknown, that state of not-knowing
… was the tone we set at the beginning of the semester. We were like, ‘Yes, this is a complicated process, but we should
commit to it.’ "
The way this commitment plays out in the classroom can be messy, Reyhan says. But by no means is the work
impossible. Starting by acknowledging the messiness of the work is key.
Also key is a conversation she has with her students on the subject of collaboration. That conversation explores
foundational questions including, what are the challenges a designer faces when working in an unfamiliar language?
What is the role of collaboration in this process? What does collaboration with a native speaker look like? What
questions are acceptable to ask of a native speaker? And which are not?
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High-demand occupations

The Faculty of Graduate Studies is supporting early-stage planning and exploration of tech-relevant
seat expansions and refinement of existing curriculum related to the MDes Interaction Design degree.
The university offers part-time and full-time certificate programs in high-opportunity occupations
such as Communication Design and User Experience (UX) Design; as well as micro-credentials in a
number of high-demand areas. These include Creative Tech Fundamentals courses, building
technical, creative and collaborative skills essential for jobs in Animation, Visual Effects and Games;
and, Web + Digital Design Skills courses, supporting skill development in high-demand occupations
like Web Design and Interactive Media Development. Micro-credentials are a key part of an initiative
for BC post-secondary education that will enable learners to get the education and skills they need to
access high-demand jobs.

Initiatives to support vulnerable and under-represented groups

Campus Navigator Community of Practice: Supported through ECU’s Associate Registrar, Financial
Aid and Awards, the Teaching and Learning Center, Wellness Centre and the Registrar’s office,
ECU’s representative participates regularly in Ministry-led Campus Navigator Community of Practice
meetings and United Way Youth Futures Education Fund meetings focused on former youth in care.
For 2021/22, ECU worked with six students through the Youth in Care program and admitted three
new students through the program for Fall 2022.
Student Services recently hired an Indigenous Recruiter to work directly with under-represented
students who apply to ECU. This position provides Indigenous students at ECU with support
materials, resources and lists of recommended Indigenous community organizations and resources,
in addition to connection to the university’s Aboriginal Gathering Place and related resources.
The ECU Writing Centre continued its active work in supporting vulnerable and under-represented
groups among our student community, adding a weekly drop-in writing support group for
neurodiverse and disabled learners, hosted by Faculty Writing Associate Mercedes Eng.
ECU's Program Manager of Violence Reduction and Incident Response provides holistic support to all
students, including vulnerable and under-represented students, and connects them to key units at
the university such as health and counselling, accessibility, Aboriginal Gathering Place, etc.
The university is currently working to implement a collaborative, holistic student support working
group comprised of key leaders to help strengthen wrap-around supports for former youth in care
and vulnerable and under-represented students. The need for the proposed working group arose as
a result of issues brought to the university’s Threat Assessment Team (TAT) in recent years that did
not meet the threshold of TAT-level issues, but that reflect a need for collaboration and provision of
holistic student support and to build student capacity.
Library Student Job Postings: Looking Through the Lens of Disability Justice (Summer 2022). The
project seeks to explore and identify the accessibility barriers that prevent students from applying for
Research Assistantships or Student Monitor positions in the Library but the findings are applicable to
all student job postings and hires.
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The university’s Support Messaging System (SMS) is an electronic messaging system for faculty,
staff and admin to communicate with students, including vulnerable and underrepresented
students, if they appear to be struggling and in need of potential supports beyond the classroom.
The university’s Student Resource Coordinators monitor the SMS and provide outreach to these
students to connect them to resources available at the university such as counselling, wellness and
accessibility services, as well as external community supports if needed.
ECU continues to work with the STEPS Forward program to provide support for students with
developmental disabilities in accessing post-secondary education.
Human Resources launched a pilot 3-module training program for faculty on Gender Diversity
awareness and addressing issues in the teaching and learning environment. After the pilot session
and feedback was incorporated, an initial offering was provided to all faculty groups in spring 2022.
Human Resources coordinated a Gender Diversity panel discussion to bring to light the issues of
2SLGBTQ+ students in the community. The panel was moderated by a subject matter expert and
panelists included a 2-Spirit community elder, two current Emily Carr students and an Emily Carr
alum. The panel was well attended with a lot of positive feedback received.

Student Safety and Well-being

Over the past year, ECU made significant progress in advancing the resources and supports
available to respond to incidents of sexual violence and misconduct and to support individuals
impacted by sexual and gender-based violence at the university. In 2021, the university’s Board of
Governors approved revisions to the university’s 3.6 Sexual and Gender-based Violence and
Misconduct policy following an exhaustive review process led by the Program Manager, Violence
Reduction + Incident Response and the President’s Policy 3.6 Review Taskforce, and involving
consultation with university stakeholders, expert advisory groups, and legal counsel.
As part of the revised policy recommendations, an ongoing advisory committee (SGBVM Advisory)
was established to support implementation of the policy; review and revise the associated
procedures; facilitate education, communication and training initiatives for the ECU community;
oversee gathering data and feedback on the effectiveness of the policy; and facilitate annual
reporting to university stakeholders and the Ministry.
The SGBVM Committee, as well as the university’s Threat Assessment Team (TAT), faculty and
staff will enable the university to achieve the primary aims of the revised policy 3.6: to ensure a
culture of response that is survivor-centred, trauma-informed, anti-racist, education and prevention
focused; that considers complaints on the basis of impact and not location; that maintains
commitments to responding in a timely manner, assessing for safety and ensuring that interim
measures or safety modifications follow standards of procedural fairness; that allows for an appeal
process; that is regularly reviewed and updated; and, that will ensure a learning environment of
cultural safety.
Over the next year, the SGBVM Advisory is committed to ensuring Procedures are updated and will
bring any suggested policy revisions forward to the President (policy officer) for consideration. The
TAT will continue to clarify internal processes and strive to provide consistency and best practice
timelines for necessary investigations. Education and prevention supports will be enhanced with
the launch of a website and expanded training resources, including the BC Campus-sponsored
online Safer Campuses for Everyone training.
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Contribute to Ministry engagement on upcoming initiatives, including:

The university is committed to ongoing engagement with the Ministry to support further reviews of
institutional sexual violence and misconduct policy and procedures, as well as system-wide surveys
and information gathering.
The Faculty of Graduate Studies is supporting early-stage planning and exploration of tech-relevant
seat expansions and refinement of existing curriculum related to the MDes Interaction Design
degree.
Through ongoing collaboration between Student Services, Continuing Studies, Coop WIL, and
external institutions we are continuing to support and enhance our programming leading to strong
career pathways for our graduates.
Our Strategic Enrollment Management stakeholder group developed a new model for first-year
admission that supports student experience, institutional financial planning and academic planning.
This Direct Entry model was approved by Senate for implementation for Fall 2023 and will enable
students to choose their professional career pathway in Year 1 of their degree program.

Special Effects Magic Behind Star Wars Comes to ECU
A state-of-the-art virtual production stage was created this past winter at ECU in partnership with ShowMax Event
Services. The stage — which harnesses the same technology used on internationally acclaimed productions including
Star Wars spin-off “The Mandalorian” — was the only real-time special effects facility in an educational setting in
Western Canada.

Photo by/courtesy Sean Arden

“Creating this virtual production facility at ECU will establish a hub for education, research and industry, providing
opportunities for students to learn alongside professionals, and access to cutting-edge equipment and expertise for both
academic research and external partners,” says Steven Lam, AVP Research and Dean of Graduate Studies. “This
partnership with ShowMax will mark Emily Carr as an international leader in multimedia education and research for
years to come.”
At the core of the virtual production stage are large-scale LED screens known as “LED walls,” supplied by Showmax.
These screens are used to create a seamless digital environment into which live actors can step, meaning a set can be built
almost entirely by computer with no need for costly, time-consuming and resource-heavy set construction.
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PRIORITIES /
DIRECTIVES

Priority 3. Fully engage with government in implementing mandate
commitments to support a future-ready post-secondary system and
workforce, increasing access to post-secondary education and skills training
and high opportunity jobs for British Columbians. This includes crossgovernment and stakeholder collaboration to support mandate commitments
where education, innovation and equity play a role, and that builds upon
government’s CleanBC strategy and supports a clean economic future.

Cross-government and stakeholder collaboration

Funded a Research Assistant to support the activities of the President’s Climate Action Task Force.
ECU Library Sustainability committee did a 6-month analysis of plastic waste in library operations.
Eliminated plastic covering and lamination from library book processing.
In collaboration with the ECSU Student Climate Action Network the Library launched a seed swap
providing free seeds to ECU community members.
As part of the NSERC EDI Capacity Building grant, supported a community-wide consultation to
identify systemic barriers as well as providing funds for small-scale community projects to support
EDI activities.
The Faculty of Graduate Studies worked to recruit more students from equity-seeking groups
through changes in our admissions process and continued to refine scholarship, Research
Assistantship, and Teaching Assistantship allocations to ensure more opportunities are available to
them.
In 2021, we awarded the second annual ECU BIPOC Graduation Award for Anti-Racism and Social
Justice in Visual Art, Design and Media; and created two new bursaries for Indigenous students. In
2022, the first award disbursements were made for the BIPOC Scholarship and Bursary program.
In Spring 2022, Writing Specialist Jacqueline Turner, with funding from an in-house EDI grant, ran a
highly successful reading group with Felicia Rose Chavez’s The Anti-Racist Writing Workshop with
faculty, staff and students. In addition to weekly discussions of the text, this initiative also brought
the author, virtually, to campus to discuss the possibilities for anti-racist teaching practices in
studio-based education.
Faculty in the Faculty of Art are developing curriculum around Land Art and Reciprocity, connecting
Indigenous and immigrant experiences.
Art Forums course, focusing on Diverse Speakers was developed in the Faculty of Art and
supported with a newly created Diverse Speakers Fund through the Dean’s office.
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Created position: Coordinator, Decolonial Strategies, who worked closely with students on
developing programming, providing mentorship and supporting student-led initiatives.
Launched DDM Student Fellowships to recognize excellence in undergraduate student work in
alignment with our values around EDI, Antiracism and Ecological Justice and Ethical Engagements
with Technology. 11 students across DDM were awarded these fellowships and their work was
presented in a DDM Symposium on April 8, with a panel of regular faculty.
ECU Library and Archives staff participated in facilitated anti-racism training. Topics covered
included: Inclusion from the Intersections; Exploring Anti-Racism, Allyship & Belonging; Activating
Inclusion: Connecting Theory to Practice.
The university is increasingly trying to integrate Indigenous knowledge and methodologies into our
teaching practices in core curriculum. Some examples of specific courses that prioritize Indigenous
perspectives are Re-Reading Place led by Pat Vera in collaboration with the ECU AGP, Metal
Connections taught by Squamish designer Aaron Nelson Moody, and Multilingual Design core
studio led by Indigenous designer Leo Vicente, with a focus on local Indigenous languages.
Developed a new course on Indigenous methodologies and relationships to the land that will
become mandatory for all undergraduate students.
Work is underway to develop an introductory Halq’eméylem language course.
Increasing Indigenous regular and non-regular faculty. In the past year, the university welcomed
two new Indigenous design faculty.
With special permission granted by the BC Human Rights Commission, Human Resources ran five
recruitment searches for racialized groups this past year. As a result, the university will be adding a
diverse cohort of regular faculty members.
Hired new staff in Counselling, Wellness, and Accessibility Services (CWAS) so that 7 of 10
members of the CWAS team are BIPOC and students have greater opportunity to see themselves
represented among the counselling staff.
Human Resources developed a revised framework for Administrators’ performance management
that encompasses anti-racism and Indigenization: requiring Administrators to set specific goals
towards reconciliation and decolonization and including a wider goal of justice, equity, diversity and
inclusion within every Administrator’s role.
Human Resources engaged with stakeholders in pre-bargaining discussions on how to
meaningfully decolonize the current Collective Agreements.
Continued the partnership between the Writing Centre and Aboriginal Gathering Place, through
which self-identified Indigenous students can access tutoring support with a Writing-Centretrained peer tutor.
ECU Library introduced free Community Borrower cards for Indigenous community members.
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The Research and Industry Office secured a $50k CRC Stipend to engage an EDI consultant to
assist in developing a CRCP EDI Action Plan that will enable us to a) achieve equity targets that
align with our institutional goals and the art and design research sector and b) establish an
actionable roadmap for effectively recruiting new CRCs from equity-seeking groups. This funding
will also allow ECU to engage an external EDI Consultant to develop specific policies and
procedures for recruitment, hiring, and retention practices tailored to the CRC program and aligned
with our institutional EDI Action Plan, which should result in the successful recruitment of an
Indigenous CRC.
As part of ongoing responses to the Canadian Federation of Libraries Truth and Reconciliation
report and recommendations:
- ECU Library worked collaboratively with BC Post-secondary libraries in the SITKA Co-op to
decolonize shared library catalogue records through updates to harmful subject headings;
- and, updated 500 library catalogue records unique to ECU, removing harmful subject
headings and replacing with respectful, culturally appropriate terminology.
Led Counselling and Wellness programming that amplified culturally diverse voices through food
and sharing:
- celebrated the National Day of Truth and Reconciliation with Bannock-making
and sharing the TRC report and other written resources on the history and lived
experience of Indigenous Peoples.
- addressed anti-Asian violence by celebrating Asian culture through egg-roll
making and highlighting the systemic racism and exploitation of Asian people.

Tuition Policy

This past year, the university committed to an annual 2% tuition increase for domestic
undergraduate students, which is consistent with the Ministry’s tuition limit policy.
ECU continues to provide all annual tuition and mandatory fees data to the Ministry on a regular
submission schedule.

Funding Review

Senior management participated in an engagement session with Minister Kang on May 11, 2022
and met with AEST Project Consultant Don Wright for further consultation on June 21, 2022.
Senior management at ECU invested significant time and effort over the past year to work with an
external consultant engaged by the Ministry to analyze the university's current financial challenges
and opportunities. With this additional information and insight, and in response to the Ministry's
request for additional input on the funding formula, the university provided a comprehensive and
informed written submission outlining both challenges faced by ECU and recommendations for
modifications to address some of those challenges.
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Digital Services

In 2021, VP Academic + Provost and CIO introduced a Digital Transformation Council to bring
together key university stakeholders for transparent and collaborative decision-making related to all
digital investments in alignment with University strategic direction.
Established Data Governance committee with representation across the University to increase
collaborative data decisions, improve data consistency and confidence, especially in support of
Strategic Enrollment Management and EDI Action plan.
In July 2021, the University completed the Transcript Exchange (XML) for Education Planner BC
(EPBC) application.
Engaged with BCNET to develop Security Incident response plan for the University.
Subscribed to CanSSOC threat feed.
Implemented CIRA DNS Firewall for website filtering.
Initiated Information Systems security assessment with KPMG.
ECU was one of the lead institutions, along with Yukon University and BCNet, in the SIEM initiative
to strengthen the cybersecurity posture of the higher education and research community in BC and
the Yukon. This won the Collaboration award at the CUCCIO annual conference in June 2021.
Developed a 3-yr cybersecurity program with a focus on securing critical infrastructure, building
capacity, and minimizing the impact of potential security attack. This work includes partnering with
BCNET to implement security event management; hiring the university’s first Security Analyst role;
initiating a security assessment process; and improving device, printer, and server security controls.
Increased budget commitment to streaming video and e-books to ensure access to resources for all
formats of learning.
To ensure that Library resources for in-person and remote users meet the unique needs of our
specialized curriculum, a complete review of library online databases is currently being undertaken.
Criteria for review include accessibility of platforms for all needs, diversity and inclusivity of content
and curriculum alignment.
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Ongoing access to online chat reference services ensuring that local and remote students can easily
access help from ECU Library staff.
Synchronous and asynchronous online library research instruction services available to classes
upon request from faculty.
In 2021-22, the T+LC invested heavily in making resources and materials accessible in a range of
formats. The new T+LC website was successfully re-organized and migrated into the Emily Carr
website infrastructure, making the many digital resources developed over the pandemic available to
the full ECU community. As part of this migration, materials were redesigned according to Digital
Accessibility guidelines, ensuring that all materials are available and readable in a variety of
formats.
At the same time, the T+LC developed and designed parallel physical resources to be displayed and
accessed through its new physical space. This included wayfinding signage, new handouts, and
physical takeaways such as bookmarks and postcards. To ensure consistent communication of
T+LC services and resources, a bi-weekly newsletter was also circulated to faculty and staff across
the institution.
The Writing Centre similarly invested in digital infrastructure to make Writing Centre services and
resources available to students in all formats: in-person, online, and asynchronously. The Writing
Centre offers tutoring and workshops in all formats of learning, allowing students to select the
mode of support that best meets their learning needs.
The university invested in an upgrade to our existing LMS (Moodle) (version and theme update) to
be more accessible across platforms, and offer training resources to improve faculty, staff and
student experience.
The university invested in the development of our video/media-sharing platform (Kaltura), including
the development of training resources for faculty, staff and students.
The university developed a video/media sharing platform (stream.ecuad.ca) that can make available
private and public video sharing outside our LMS.
ECU is a full participant with EPBC Client application and transcript exchange services, and we are
on board to transition to their new EPBC 3.0 application services for our Fall 2023 intake cycle.
With increased operations delivered electronically by more areas of the university, there is a greater
emphasis on ensuring all members of the community are well-versed in privacy standards and
requirements. Privacy information and cybersecurity training sessions have been held in
departments across the university, supported by Information Technology Services, and intended to
enhance awareness and behaviour changes to protect personal information storage and
distribution in accordance with FOIPPA.
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Demonstrate your commitment to collaborating within your sector on new and priority initiatives,
including:

The university looks forward to engaging with government as it continues to develop and implement
its workforce readiness plan for the province – Future Ready: Skills for the Jobs of Tomorrow. We
hope to see the plan expand upon investments in skills-training for high-demand careers in the
health and technology sectors, which have been identified as key growth industries for job turnover
and expansion over the next ten years. The university has already established innovative courses
and programming in these areas and we look forward to continuing to develop new opportunities
for our students. We have plans to expand tech-related seats at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels, enabling students to pursue their goals towards developing careers in such highopportunity areas as animation, gaming, user experience and interface design. We’re continuing to
add micro-credentials and further education opportunities in courses as diverse as Designing for
Accessibility, UX Design for Games, Motion Design and Visual Effects, and Creative Leadership and
Entrepreneurship. And, we are excited about expanding projects developed by our Aboriginal
Programs Office and research centres, which have produced impactful student opportunities, such
as the successful three-year project, Decolonizing the Healthcare System Through Cultural
Connections.
The university has a strong record of collaborating with other post-secondary institutions, industry
groups, Indigenous communities, and government on shared goals and initiatives. ECU's
collaborative partnerships with other post-secondary institutions provincially, nationally and
internationally, include collaboration with many major institutions in BC and via extensive exchange
agreements with most major art and design institutions and universities around the world. We are
well-positioned to contribute to projects aligned with government’s goals for the StrongerBC
economic plan, especially in supporting training for the jobs of tomorrow, creating opportunities for
underrepresented entrepreneurs, supporting Indigenous-led economic opportunities, and tackling
climate change.
The university will continue to engage with the Ministry on the upcoming funding formula review
and looks forward to contributing to ongoing discussions on sustainable funding strategies for postsecondary education in BC.
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Performance Plan + Report
Strategic Planning – 2022 + Beyond
In the coming year, ECU looks forward to entering a new phase of visioning, as it embarks on developing a
new university strategic plan. A multi-stakeholder advisory group is in the early stages of establishing the
framework for this new plan, which will define the priority initiatives that will see the university through to
the celebration of its centennial in 2025.
As the university concludes projects established under the previous Strategic Plan to 2021 and enters a
transition period, we can identify a few priority goals and initiatives that we have made significant progress
on over the past year, and which continue to evolve:
Enhance student opportunities to support a strong economy – Increase opportunities for students
leading to high-demand careers by enhancing BC Tech program enrollments; work-integrated
learning opportunities; research and industry partnerships; and program opportunities that foster
skills and capacity in entrepreneurship.
Direct entry admissions – Implement a direct entry admissions process, which will enable students
to begin streamlining programming towards their professional goals right from the outset of their
entrance to ECU. This is on track for the Fall 2023 intake.
Student Recruitment Priority - Increase recruitment efforts for Indigenous Students and underrepresented learners including Former Youth in Care.
Enhance data collection and management – Implement Customer Relationship Management (CRM)
system to improve ability to support student experience from applicant to alumni.
Continue and increase initiatives towards improving equity, diversity, and inclusion at ECU – All
areas of the university will continue to set goals and report progress on the university EDI Action
Plan; grant money will help to support initiatives; course releases will be allocated towards
furthering EDI goals; EDI will be prioritized in the revision and development of institutional policies
and procedures; recruitment and bargaining processes will be informed by JEDI principles.
Fundraising and donor support for student scholarships and bursaries – Continue to increase
availability and value of financial awards, particularly for students in need.
Fundraising, event-planning and visioning around the university’s centennial year celebrations in
2025.
Deficit mitigation and financial sustainability – Continue to work with the Ministry to identify
feasible and effective strategies for mitigating the university’s ongoing structural deficit, which was
confirmed by recent external review.
Continue to deliver high-quality curriculum, that supports diverse learners and flexible delivery
models – Ensure excellence and agility in the face of further potential challenges such as pandemic
disruption; conduct academic program review and internal student evaluation surveys; promote
quality of instruction through efforts to address high faculty workload.
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Performance Measures Results 2021/22
Performance assessment and cyclical reviews are part of our ongoing efforts to improve the quality of our
programming and the overall experience at ECU. The university utilizes qualitative and quantitative methods
to assess our progress towards university goals, Ministry expectations and system-wide standards.
The evaluation areas in the Performance Measures Results tables (pgs. 33 + 34) indicate the university’s
performance over the past year in reference to a standard set of measures developed and reviewed annually
by a Provincial Performance Measures Working Group. The broad goal of these measures is to encourage
B.C. institutions to achieve targets that support Ministry expectations for system-wide service delivery.
Targets are intended to promote performance within an institution’s ability to achieve and should be based
on reasonable and valid comparators.
The performance results rely on data collected through independent surveys, institutional submissions and
information from a number of data sources including, Student Transitions Project, BC Student Outcomes
1
surveys, Central Data Warehouse, and Statistics Canada.
Results for each institution are assessed against targets using the following scale. In the case of survey
results, data are presented with the margin of error calculated based on a 95% confidence interval.

ASSESSMENT

RESULT

Achieved

100% or more of the target

Substantially achieved

>90% and <100% of the target

Not achieved

<90% of the target

Not assessed

Measures without targets or survey results with less than 20
respondents or a margin of error of 10% or greater.

1 Further information about each performance measure applicable to ECU and an explanation of the data sources and methodology used to
establish datasets can be found in the 2021/22 Accountability Framework Standards and Guidelines Manual.
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ECU 2021/22 PERFORMANCE MEASURE RESULTS – TABLE 1
1

1 Consult the 2021/22 IAPR Standards Manual for a description of each measure.
2 Student Spaces - Results from the 2021/22 reporting year are based on data from the 2021/22 fiscal year; results from the 2020/21 reporting year are
based on data from the 2020/21 fiscal year. Total Student Spaces indicates number of full-time equivalent (FTEs) domestic student enrollments
delivered overall (includes Undergraduate, Graduate and Continuing Studies programming).
3 Domestic Credentials Awarded - defined as the average number of credentials awarded to domestic students by the institution in the most recent three
years. Annual performance is measured using a rolling three-year average of the most recent fiscal years; e.g. results for the 2021/22 reporting year are
a three-year average of the 2018/19, 2019/20, and 2020/21 fiscal years. Data Source: Student Transitions Project Fall 2020 Submission. The
institution-specific credential target is based on the average number of credentials awarded by an institution in the last three years and the year-overyear change in FTEs.
4 Indigenous Student Spaces - indicates number of FTE enrollments of Indigenous students for all program areas. Results from the 2021/22 reporting
year are based on data from the 2020/21 fiscal year; results from the 2020/21 reporting year are based on data from the 2019/20 fiscal year. Both
Ministry and Industry Training Authority (ITA) funded FTEs are included. Institutions provide their own target and assessment for Indigenous Student
Spaces. Data Sources: Central Data Warehouse and Student Transitions Project.
5 Student Satisfaction with Education, Student Assessment of the Quality of Education, Student Assessment of Skill Development, Student Assessment
of the Usefulness of Knowledge and Skills in Performing Job - results are based on data from the BC Student Outcomes Survey 2021 survey of 2019
graduates. For all survey results, if the result plus or minus the margin of error includes the target, the measure is assessed as achieved. In all cases, the
survey result and the margin of error are used to determine the target assessment. Survey results are not assessed if the number of respondents is less
than 20 or the margin of error is greater than 10%.
6 Expanded detail is available in Table 2 for Student Assessment of Skill Development.
7 Unemployment Rate - measures % of graduates who were unemployed at the time of the survey, compared with % of unemployed individuals with
high school credentials or less. Survey Year: 2021. Data Source: BC Student Outcomes Survey; Labour Force Survey. The reference age group for the
target is the population aged 18-29 with high school credentials or less. Institutions with a provincial mandate are assessed with the provincial rate,
while institutions with a regional mandate are assessed with a regional rate, based on location of the institution’s main campus. ECU is assessed
provincially.
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ECU 2021/22 PERFORMANCE MEASURE RESULTS – TABLE 2

Performance Measure Results Analysis
The University continues to perform well within range of most performance targets. In the area of
Credentials Awarded, we continue to see high achievement. Unemployment Rate results also continue to
be achieving target, which is consistent with the feedback we have heard from employers, alumni and
industry professionals that our graduates are highly employable; valuable contributors to the workforce; and
innovative entrepreneurs, often developing new employment opportunities.
We were able to see a small increase in Indigenous Student Spaces last year, a notable improvement after
enrollments declined over 2020/21, consistent with general declines in enrollments largely attributed to the
COVID-19 pandemic. We will continue to work to increase Indigenous Student Spaces through outreach
and engagement activities; our Aboriginal Admissions policy; funding opportunities for Indigenous Students;
development of Indigenous curriculum, research and work-integrated learning opportunities; increased
hiring of Indigenous faculty and staff; and support, resources, community collaborations, workshops and
events offered through the Aboriginal Gathering Place.
Following the small decline in Student Spaces that the university experienced in the previous year (20/21),
we were pleased to see general improvement in domestic FTEs for 2021/22. However, these results are not
quite returned to target FTE utilization, as you can see in this five-year analysis.

AEST FTE Target
Domestic Undergraduate FTEs
Domestic Graduate FTEs
Domestic Continuing Studies FTEs
AEST Total FTEs
FTEs Utilization

FY2017-18

FY2018-19

FY2019-20

FY2020-21

FY2021-22

1,351

1,351

1,346

1,375

1,385

1,228.33

1,180.18

1,136.88

1,097.40

1,140.00

29.7

44.26

54.8

46.78

47.16

167.2

163.68

154.61

128.09

160.23

1,425.23

1,388.12

1,346.29

1,272.27

1,347.39

106%

103%

99%

93%

97%
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The following snapshot of both domestic and international FTEs over the past three years shows that our
strategic enrollment planning has enabled the university to largely return to or increase enrollments to prepandemic levels in most areas. We intend to further improve our FTEs in the Graduate and Continuing
Studies areas by expanding programming and enhancing opportunities e.g., Low-Residency Graduate
programming and Continuing Studies programming leading towards micro-credentials, such as the
Creative Technology Fundamentals collaboration with DigiBC.
2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

Increase / Decrease
2019/20 to 2021/22

%

1,136.88

1,097.40

1,140.00

3.12

0.3%

54.8

46.78

47.16

(7.64)

(13.9 %)

154.61

128.09

160.23

5.62

3.6%

1,346.29

1,272.27

1,347.39

1.1

0.1%

474.69

517.74

550.20

75.51

15.9%

Graduate FTEs

47.96

51.3

48.06

0.1

0.2%

Continuing Studies FTEs

11.81

2.84

11.13

(0.68)

(5.8 %)

Total International

537.46

571.88

609.39

74.93

14.0%

Domestic
Undergraduate FTEs
Graduate FTEs
Continuing Studies FTEs
Total Domestic
International
Undergraduate FTEs

Looking towards next year, the university anticipates increasing domestic enrollments with the ramping up
of on-campus and hybrid programming. We expect that the increasing return of on-campus programs and
services, newly available online offerings, and recruitment efforts will enable us to meet future years'
delivery targets of 1,391 FTEs.
For the performance measures assessed on the basis of BC Student Outcomes Survey data (2019
graduates), the university struggled to achieve targets in a couple of areas, Student Assessment of the
Quality of Instruction and Student Satisfaction with Education. Results in these categories are taken very
seriously by the University and we are actively working to better understand and address concerns in these
areas. There are a range of significant factors that may be contributing to these results and the University is
developing student survey content designed to assess quality of curriculum content and delivery more
specific to an art and design university to help us better understand and address any deficiencies that may
underly the results of the standardized survey.
More immediately, we can speculate that the results from the standardized survey data likely reflect the
perspectives of a cohort whose experience was significantly disrupted over the course of their studies.
Students at ECU from 2017 to 2022 have experienced a period of unprecedented and largely unexpected
disruption. A move to a new purpose-built facility in 2017, a campus fire and consequent flood damage,
and most recently, the COVID-19 pandemic, have necessitated extraordinary levels of adaptation,
improvisation, and resilience on the part of faculty, staff, and students. Unfortunately, we expect that we
may continue to see the effects of this disruption in survey results over the next few years. COVID-19
impacts will likely affect a range of student survey outcomes across the post-secondary sector for the next
3-5 years, and that impact may be more pronounced in an institution like ECU where access to studios, labs
and equipment, and practice-based, hands-on learning have been fundamental to the high-quality delivery
of most courses and programs.
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The University has done a remarkable job over the past two years in quickly pivoting to be able to deliver a
significant amount of its programming online or in a hybrid model. Creative faculty and staff have even
managed to develop innovative new programming that has arisen specifically out of the conditions of the
pandemic. These efforts have enabled the University to offer new credential, research, and workintegrated-learning opportunities, through a wider variety of platforms, reaching more diverse groups of
students than ever before.
However, the maintenance and expansion of services and programming are constantly threatened by the
University’s significant financial challenges – a long-standing structural deficit and challenges of economy of
scale that arise from the specialized, practice-based education that ECU is known for. The University
continues to work closely with the Ministry of Advanced Education, Skills and Training to analyze and
address financial concerns, and to mitigate impacts on the quality of the student experience. The University
has already implemented and continues to look for cost-saving opportunities wherever feasible; however,
its primary focus for addressing the deficit is through revenue generation. We are actively pursuing
opportunities to increase revenue and some strategies identified include increasing Foundation Student
intake and expanding Continuing Studies offerings. However, the potential for revenue generation is limited
by the availability of staff and faculty resources to work on these initiatives.
Inextricably linked to the structural deficit is the current heavy teaching load of regular faculty at ECU. With
a teaching load of 5 and 5 (one of the highest in the system), the time needed to provide support outside of
class, to innovate, develop and re-invigorate curriculum, is simply not available to our faculty. This is
believed to be the most significant factor potentially impacting student satisfaction and quality of
instruction. The University hopes to address this urgently as it seeks to improve its financial circumstances.
Operating within its financial constraints however, ECU continually strives for excellence in teaching and
learning and has developed and resourced a Centre for Teaching and Learning to support faculty in
curriculum design and delivery.
Through these and other initiatives, including strategic planning and academic program review, the
University will ensure that programming and services continue to deliver according to the highest standards
of quality, innovation, accessibility and relevance. Despite the obvious challenges of the past couple of
years, ECU continues to maintain its status as an international leader in art and design education. In this
time, we have not seen a drop in applications and have continued to be very highly evaluated in the QS
World University Rankings, placing an all-time high 24th in 2022 for World University Rankings for Art &
Design, the only Canadian university to place in the top 50 worldwide in this category.
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Financial Information
For the university’s most recent financial information, please see the 2022 Audited Financial Statements
available on the Reports section of our website.

Totem Pole by Dempsey Bob, Stan Bevan Arrives at ECU
A totem pole more than 25 feet tall was delivered in
dramatic fashion to the Aboriginal Gathering Place
(AGP) at Emily Carr University in summer 2021.
Titled Northern Wolves, the pole began its journey near
Terrace, BC, where master carvers Dempsey Bob
(Tahltan-Tlingit) and Stan Bevan (Tahltan-Tlingit)
had been working on it for over two years.
Upon arriving at ECU, it was uncrated while still
aboard the truck, and then craned up to the outdoor area
on the second floor of the university.

Photo by Perrin Grauer / Emily Carr University

“It was exciting, but also so much tension,” Connie Watts, associate director of Aboriginal Programs at ECU, says.
“Like, real tension. So much work went into the pole — to see it just hanging there, suspended, and it’s just so
massive.”
The arrival of Northern Wolves at the AGP is the latest phase in the Community Totem Pole Project, an AGP
initiative that brought Dempsey and Stan into collaboration with Māori carver Lyonel Grant this summer. While much
of the pole was carved and painted prior to its arrival at the AGP, the middle three feet were left untouched. This
middle section was finished by Lyonel when he travelled to ECU recently, as part of the AGP’s Meymey’em 2022
International Indigenous Artist Gathering – a weeks-long celebration of Indigenous creative practice to mark National
Indigenous History Month.
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